FAASTeam presents:

Changes in FAA Medical Requirements for Pilots

This course will cover the new and emerging changes in the FAA's medical requirements for pilots. Your local AME now has new authority on medical conditions AME's can issue (CACI) in many areas. This course will address these specific changes as well as future changes in vision requirements the FAA is currently discussing. As an added bonus, Senator John Boozman will discuss the potential effect pending House Bill HR3708, the General Aviation Pilot Protection Act, may have on pilots. This bill proposes a compete re-vamp of the current medical requirements.

Directions: Arrive at FBO, directions given from there.

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager

Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!
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